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GR1600ID - INFINITY DECK
The new GR1600ID provides more strength and better fuel economy over
petrol-powered mowers, and its combination with our revolutionary 3-in-1
mower deck deliver an outstanding cut every time.

Power, reliability and savings.
The hallmarks of a Kubota diesel engine.

10.1
kW

Amazingly, the GR1600ID’s 10.1 kW diesel engine’s powerful
performance can compete head-to-head with a 14.9 kW petrol engine,
while providing better fuel economy. To further extend your
uninterrupted mowing time there is a large 18-litre fuel tank fitted.
Another plus is that our diesel engine requires no special maintenance
during the off-season. And finally, when you consider cost and
performance, the GR1600ID delivers outstanding value for your money.

Easy Reach Cutting
Height Adjustment Dial
Trailer Hitch

HST transmission

Shaft drive

Kubota's reputable and
versatile HST transmission
is easily controlled by a
single foot pedal and
produces a maximum
travel speed of 10 km/h.

Unlike the belt-drive
system used in petrol
mowers, our shaft-drive
transmission, shaft-drive
PTO, and wet-type
mechanical PTO clutch
are incredibly durable
and trouble free.

Make lawn mowing trouble-free with the
easy-to-attach and use 3-in-1 mower deck.

Named for its distinctive counter-rotating figureeight grass flow, the Infinity Deck’s most
notable benefit is its ability to quickly and easily
change cutting modes without having to change
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Side-Discharge Mode

2

Mulching Mode

3

blades. The proprietary secret behind this 3-in-1
deck is its sturdy steel “gate” that slides to
cover the discharge area, thus speedily turning
the deck into a mulching deck.
Gate open with
discharge chute

In this mode, the deck
discharges grass evenly
and efficiently through the
side of the deck, utilizing
two counter-rotating
blades. The flow created
by these blades is where
the Infinity Deck gets its
name.

Gate closed

To change from side-discharge to mulching mode,
simply slide the steel gate, conveniently located on
the outside of the deck, to the front of the discharge
area. This feature, along
with the deck’s rounded
shoulders, keeps grass
under the deck, ensuring
the perfect mulch. No
special blades, tools or
optional attachments are
needed.

Grass Collecting Mode
Using the optional grass collector is now easier than
ever. Its innovative design makes attaching the grass
collector boot simple as well; no tools required. Just
use your hands to attach
and detach for your
occasional collecting
needs.

Gate open with grass
catcher attached

Visually eye-catching and easier than
ever to operate.
The stylish design of the GR1600ID is emphasised by its
aerodynamic bonnet, sleek headlamps and newly fashioned
3-in-1 Infinity Deck. But the beauty of its design doesn’t end
there. The GR1600ID is also surprisingly comfortable. Its
ergonomic design features include a full-flat deck for more
legroom and an Easy Checker ® dash for clear and precise
viewing of all the tractor’s controls.

Quick Attach Light Duty
Grass Collector (Optional)
For your occasional collecting
needs, the optional large
capacity grass collector is just
right for light-duty grass and
material collection. Its 250-litre
bag lets you mow longer with
less stopping for emptying, and
its versatile design offers toolfree quick and easy attaching
and detaching to save you time
and trouble.

SPECIFICATIONS
GR1600ID

Model

Engine
Type
Engine gross power*
Maximum operating engine speed
Fuel tank capacity
Dimension
Overall length
Overall width (w/ mower)
Overall height
Wheelbase
Weight (w/ mower, w/o fuel)

Tire
Front Tire
Rear Tire

Transmission
Transmission drive
Travelling speed
Forward/Reverse

PTO clutch
Mower deck drive
Operator's deck
Seat adjustment
Fuel gauge
Easy checker ®

kW
min-1 (rpm)
mm

mm
mm
mm
kg
in.

in.

2 cylinder, diesel, water-cooled
10.1
3300 to 3400
18
1920

1365
1210
1280
355
15 x 6 - 6 Turf

20 x 10 - 8 Turf
Hydrostatic transmission
Shaft drive

km/h

Mower OPC.
Travel OPC.
Blade shut off brake
Trailer Hitch

0 – 10.0 / 0 – 5.0

Mechanical wet multi discs
U-joint shaft
Flat
Slide
Std.
Std.
Std.
Std.
Built-in clutch
Std.

MOWER SPECIFICATIONS
Mounting Method
Adjustment of Cutting Height
Cutting Width
Cutting Height
Number of Blades
Direction of Discharge

in. (mm)
in. (mm)

Suspended parallel linkage
Dial gauge
42 (107)
1.0 - 4.0 (25 to 102)
2
Right side

OPTIONAL GRASS COLLECTOR SPECIFICATION
No of Bags
Bag Capacity
Material of bag
Dump System

2
250

Fabric
Manual

* Manufacturer’s estimate
The company reserves the right to change the above specifications without notice. Some attachments shown may not be available in the UK.

Also in the range • • •

The petrol mower with Infinity Deck.

T1880

For superior grass collecting
performance with Direct
Chute system.

GR1600-II

For powerful cutting performance
in smaller areas.

W821/R-PRO
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